Essential designer
CHARLIE
CAFFYN

PROFILE

‘I take inspiration from
architectural forms and
every item is individually
handmade to my original
designs to create items
that embrace simple,
honest design principles,
even when combined with
intricate construction.’
Clockwise from left:
Atworth desk light, from
£250; Wellow side table,
from £375; Farleigh
magazine holder, from
£149; Turleigh bookends,
from £69; Iford library step
chair, from £885.
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HOME
I was born in Eastbourne
in East Sussex, grew up
in Buxted and now live
in Wiltshire.
FAMILY
My wife Emily, our two
kids, Albert and Martha,
and Jack, a border collie.
DESIGN SCHOOL
After an Art Foundation
in Eastbourne, I studied
furniture making and
design at Rycotewood
College then did a BA
in Furniture and Related
Product Design at
Ravensbourne College
in London.

Charlie Caffyn
BRITISH FURNITURE MAKER CHARLIE CAFFYN
TALKS ABOUT THE CREATIVE PROCESS
BEHIND HIS STANDOUT DESIGNS
FEATURE Sally Narraway

Tell us about your work... I design and make modern, elegant,
solid wood furniture with architectural influences. My current
collection of furniture and lighting is about the love of wood;
celebrating structure with attention to detail and craftsmanship.
What’s your favourite piece? I have two – the first is the Iford
Library Step Chair. This is my modern take on an 18th Century
French design – a chair that flips to convert into a set of steps.
Used originally in libraries to reach high bookshelves, today it is
becoming popular in kitchens to reach high cupboards and then
provide that extra dining room chair when
needed. It’s a very difficult piece to make as it is,
in effect, two chairs that hinge together and have
to meet precisely. The second is the Farleigh
magazine rack; it’s like a piece of architecture on
a small scale. It’s hard to think of an item that’s
smaller yet can still be categorised as furniture.
I love that it is the size of the family pet, always
sitting proudly in a corner or under a lamp, as a
four-legged companion might do.
What’s your design ethos? My design ethos is
to celebrate wood through design; challenging
the structure and form of a piece to produce
clean, simple, honest items that will hopefully
stand the test of time and above all, be wellcrafted to last generations. Every piece of
furniture I design and make must meet my own
exacting criteria and if what I produce is not fresh and does not
push the design far enough, then I do not put it my range. I have
worked for months on new designs, only for the final result to be
not quite up to the mark and then be abandoned – this means a
new piece only comes into the range when I am truly happy with it.
What made you go into design? It was a natural progression
from my childhood. I was making tables with inbuilt shelves for my
comics when I was ten from old pallets. I was building skateboards
in my teens, and all the way through school I gravitated to the art
room and the workshops.

What do you love most about your job? There are many
moments that I love, all of them in workshop. One is the final oiling
of a piece of furniture I have crafted, and then spent hours sanding
– all of a sudden, the grain comes alive; it’s a wonderful moment
and never ceases to amaze me. Creating something from nothing
that will be around for years is a joy, and seeing people’s reaction
to it – although the design process can in parts send me insane!
Is there a design you wish you had created? There is a huge list
of pieces I wish I had designed; the Shaker Candle Stand in cherry
is high on the list, alongside the Charles Eames
LCW and a George Nelson credenza. Iconic,
elegant, simple designs like these are the most
difficult to achieve and I would love to define a
style of furniture for a generation to come.
Favourite project to date? My new Atworth
lamp. I designed this with a lighting designer,
Deb Wythe from Design In Progress. Working
alongside another designer and sharing a
creative process is always exciting.
Fitted or freestanding? Nine times out of 10
freestanding. That piece of furniture can go
from room to room, house to house, generation
to generation, and become part of the family.
Although I do also love a built-in bookcase
that stretches from floor to ceiling and covers
an entire wall!
What’s your own home like? It’s a 1920s bungalow, which was
in a right state when we bought it eight years ago. The interior is
unfinished; it’s mostly messy (two kids and a dog) but very homely
with a lovely open fire and amazing views of the countryside and
Bradford on Avon.
What’s next for you? Slowly and carefully extend the range, and
also the workshop. My workshop is currently in the back garden;
it’s small, well-ordered and works very well for me but there are
times when I dream of a larger workshop in the woods. EKBB
charliecaffynfurniture.co.uk

‘All of a
sudden, the
wood grain
comes alive;
a wonderful
moment that
never ceases
to amaze me’
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